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Abstract

In this thesis a method of high-throughput prediction of the transition temperatures
of magnetic semiconductors and its implementation is presented. The purpose of this
method will be identifying materials which retain their magnetic properties above room
temperature. This is done using Monte Carlo simulations of the magnetic lattices as-
suming the Ising model. Cluster Expansion and density functional theory were used
to obtain the necessary material specific coefficients. Several programs were written to
run the simulations and tested on a number of materials with promising results. The
method is ready for high-throughput use but can be further optimized. Expansions of
the models to increase the accuracy of the simulation are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Current electronic devices only make use of the charge of electrons. However, there is
another intrinsic attribute of electrons: the spin. Considering the degeneration of spins
in magnetic fields they would make an excellent object for the storage and processing of
information. The ability to utilize the spins of electrons in electronic devices could allow
great advancements in data storage and computation. Devices implementing this, which
are proposed and studied in the field of spintronics, would be much smaller and much
more energy efficient than current devices [1], like magnetoresistive RAM and spin field
effect transistors. Magnetic semiconductors are materials that could be used to create
these devices. The usage of these materials for industrial purposes demands of them to
retain their magnetic properties at room temperature or even higher temperatures [2].
Suitable magnetic semiconductors with transition temperatures above room temperature
are very hard to find. To enable experimentalists to find potential candidates with
high enough transition temperatures we require high-throughput methods of predicting
transition temperatures for many materials. These would have to be significantly faster
than the density functional theory calculations usually used for electronic structures and
still retain a required degree of accuracy. Although mean-field approximations of the
transition temperature exist, they generally overestimate it.
I have realized such a method by applying Monte Carlo simulations to analyse the phase
transitions and predict the transition temperature of magnetic semiconductors. This
thesis describes the procedure as well as the results for nine materials, starting with the
theoretical basis of magnetic phase transitions and the models used: the Ising model,
Cluster Expansion and density functional theory. Then the Monte Carlo algorithm will
be explained, followed by a study of important attributes such as the convergence of the
simulation and its implementation with the goal of optimization for high-throughput
use in mind. Finally, the results are presented, a conclusion is drawn and an outlook is
given regarding the future development of the tool created.
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2. Theory

2.1. Thermodynamics and phase transitions

2.1.1. Canonical Ensemble

A canonical ensemble is a thermodynamic system with a fixed number of particles in
thermal equilibrium [3, Chapter 2.3]. It can also be viewed as the collection of all possible
states i of the system. For the Hamiltonian Ĥ and the density matrix ρ̂ the partition
function Z of a canonical ensemble of one type of particle is:

Z = Tr e−βĤ , (2.1)

where β = (kBT )
−1 with the Boltzmann-constant kB.

Z can be used to determine the thermodynamic average of any quantity Â as:

〈Â〉 = Tr
(
ρ̂Â
)
=

1

Z
· Tr

(
e−βĤÂ

)
(2.2)

For a system of n localized electrons with degenerate spins in a magnetic field there are
N = 2n possible states for the system to assume, because every spin has two possible
orientations. With Ei being the energies of those states the partition function then
becomes:

Z =
N∑
i=1

e−βEi (2.3)

and Tr
(
ρ̂Â
)

is expressed as a sum:

〈Â〉 = 1

Z
·

N∑
i=1

e−βEiAi (2.4)

In case of the magnetic systems studied in this paper we observe the quantities energy E

and total magnetization M as functions of T .
For efficiency reasons we cannot look at all 2n states for high n. Therefore the sum is
approximated as explained in section 3.1.

2.1.2. Phase transitions

In this work phase transitions will be analysed. They are visible as regions in phase
diagrams where state variables change rapidly. Those regions are defined by critical
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2. Theory

parameters. For magnetic systems we observe a phase transition of 〈E〉 and 〈M〉 over T .
Therefore, there is a critical temperature: the Curie-temperature TC for ferromagnetic
systems and the Neel-temperature TN for antiferromagnetic systems. An example of
such a phase transition for a ferromagnetic system is displayed in fig. 1. The energy
of the system is almost stable until it rapidly increases and becomes stable again. Note
that there is a finite temperature interval during which the transition takes place. To
determine a single critical temperature we have to look at other physical quantities, e.g.
the isochoric heat capacity CV :

CV = kBβ
2 ·
(
〈E2〉 − 〈E〉2

)
(2.5)

CV is shown in fig. 1 as a function of temperature for the same system. The heat
capacity has a sharp peak during the transition, defining the critical temperature TC .
While the phase transition can be observed from 〈E〉, the magnetic structure is what is
of interest for a magnetic system. Thus, order parameters are required to represent this
structure. Here we have to differentiate between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
systems.
In a ferromagnetic system 〈M〉 can be treated as such an order parameter. If we assume
〈M〉 to be normalized, we will see that 〈M〉 ≈ 1 below the Curie-temperature because
the system is close to its ferromagnetic ground state. During the phase transition the
temperature is high enough for thermal exitation to flip spins statistically, so above TC

there will be 〈M〉 = 0. The critical temperature can be obtained from the magnetic
susceptibility X :

X = β ·
(
〈M2〉 − 〈M〉2

)
, (2.6)

which peaks at TC . The expected shape of X (T ) and 〈M〉(T ) of a ferromagnetic system
are depicted in fig. 1.
However, 〈M〉 cannot be used as an order parameter for antiferromagnetic systems, since
for these systems 〈M〉 = 0 is always true. Therefore we have to define a system-specific
parameter: The normalized staggered magnetization MS. MS acts as an alternating
magnetization. For an equally distributed 1d-chain as shown in fig. 2 the normalized
staggered magnetization would be defined as:

MS =
N∑
i=1

(−1)i · σi (2.7)

for σi ∈ {−1, 1} the orientation of the spins of the system. The definition of this
quantity is dependent on the unit cell and the relevant effective cluster interactions
(see section 2.3). For cubic lattices with only first neighbour interactions this is easily
determined, but for other systems this order parameter can take more complex shapes.
Because 〈M〉 = 0 for antiferromagnetic systems it follows:
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Figure 1: Expected behaviour of energy, heat capacity, magnetization, staggered magne-
tization and magnetic susceptibility for ferro- and antiferromagnetic systems
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Figure 2: Linear chains of atoms, red: σi = +1, blue: σi = −1
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X = β · 〈M2〉 (2.8)

For increasing temperature X will rise until β becomes dominant and then X will slowly
fall again. However, there is no sharp peak at the phase transition. Hence we have to
rely on CV to determine the Neel-temperature TN . X (T ) and MS(T ) are shown in fig.
1.

2.2. Ising model

In order to use Monte Carlo Simulation to simulate the behaviour of a system at a finite
temperature, we need to describe its energy. For this the Ising model is employed, which
is a simplification of the Heisenberg model [3, Chapter 4]. In the Heisenberg model
the energy of a system is given by the exchange interaction of the spins of electrons in
a crystal lattice [4]. Therefore, the Hamiltonian is written as the sum over all pairs of
atoms i, j of the spin-product multiplied by a coefficient Jij denoting the strength of
the interaction:

Ĥ = −
∑
i,j
i<j

Jij ~Si · ~Sj (2.9)

The spin-product can be vastly simplified if we assume the spins to be degenerate, which
would be the case in an external magnetic field ~H. Then we arrive at the Ising model,
studied by Ernst Ising in 1925 and solved in one dimension [5]. Here the spins can
only have two orientations parallel to ~H, so the spin-product can only have two values.
Assuming the magnetic field to be oriented along the z-axis eq. (2.9) is simplified to

Ĥ = −
∑
i,j
i<j

JijS
(z)
i S

(z)
j −

∑
i

HzS
(z)
i , (2.10)

where the second term is neglected in the case of an infinitesimally small field ~H. We
further simplify this by assuming the coefficients Jij to be only material-specific and
range-dependant. Usually the strength of the interaction decreases rapidly with in-
creasing interatomic distance, so this sum is often reduced to the nearest neighbours.
However, there are some special cases in which the first neighbour interaction is not the
dominant interaction regarding the energetically preferred structure (e.g. for NiO the
first neighbour interaction is negligibly small compared to the second neighbour inter-
action.)
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2.2. Ising model

Whether the groundstate of a system is ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic is now de-
termined by the sign of the coefficients Jij: For Jij > 0 the parallel orientation of spins
is favoured; for Jij < 0 the anti-parallel orientation leads to the lowest energy. To imple-
ment this model we need a way of obtaining these coefficients. In principle, it is enough
to calculate the energy of a small number of structures using other methods to obtain
the coefficients and then they can be used to calculate the energy of any other structure.
As an example we look at a 2d-square lattice with only first-neighbour interactions of
the strength J1. The ferro- and antiferromagnetic configurations of this are shown in
fig. 3. We can see that in the ferromagnetic configuration every atom has four nearest
neighbours, each of them with a spin parallel to the atom in the center. Therefore the
energy per atom including an offset E0 is

Efm = E0 +
1

2
· 4J1. (2.11)

The factor 1
2

is a consequence of the i < j in the Ising model. Analogously, the energy
of the antiferromagnetic system is

Eafm = E0 +
1

2
· (−4J1) (2.12)

due to the four nearest neighbours with antiparallel spins. Given Efm and Eafm, the
solution of this system of linear equations for J1 is

J1 =
1

4
(Efm − Eafm). (2.13)

If we include more interactions, such as second neighbours, we need more structures,
e.g. the configuration shown in fig. 3. In the structure fm each atom also has 4
second neighbours, each with parallel spin orientation. For the structure afm the second
neighbours also have parallel spin orientations. To describe structure 3 we have to look
at a 2x2 supercell. After some counting of first and second neighbours we arrive at the
following set of equations:

Efm = E0 + 4J1 + 4J2 (2.14)
Eafm = E0 − 4J1 + 4J2 (2.15)

E3 = E0 (2.16)

Solving this yields

J1 =
1

8
(Efm − Eafm) (2.17)

J2 =
1

8
(Efm + Eafm − 2E3) . (2.18)
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J1
J2

structure fm

+1 −1

structure afm structure 3

Figure 3: 2d-square lattices with different spin orientations σi, red: σi = +1, blue:
σi = −1; in structure 3 a 2x2 supercell is highlighted

For more complex structures this process can be quite extensive and should be auto-
mated. Further we have seen from NiO that the coefficients do not always decrease
with range. Since the range dependency is unknown, we need to find a way to figure
out which interactions are relevant. For this we look at a similar model, the Cluster
Expansion.

Mean field approximation (MFA) An exact solution for the Ising model can only be
found in one or two dimensions. For higher dimensions several approximations have been
made. The simplest one is using mean field theory. Similar to density functional theory,
the complexity of the problem comes from the lattice being an interacting system. The
main idea behind mean field theory is to look at a non-interacting system. We assume
that the particles are exposed to a ”mean field” describing the average interaction with
surrounding particles. A complete derivation of the solution can be found in [6]. In the
following summary of this derivation by F. Utermohlen Si is written in place of S(z)

i for
simplicity:
The spins are expressed as fluctuations from the average spin and the fluctuations are
assumed to be small:

Si = 〈Si〉+ δSi (2.19)
δSiδSj = 0 (2.20)

This is used to simplify the spin product

SiSj = m(Si + Sj −m) (2.21)

for m := 〈Si〉. The Ising-Hamiltonian can then be written as

Ĥ =
∑
n

NqnJnm
2

2
−Heff

N∑
i=1

Si, (2.22)
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2.3. Cluster Expansion

where the first sum is executed over all neighbours included in the model and qn is the
number of nth neighbours at any lattice cite. Heff is the effective field

Heff = Hz +
∑
n

qnJnm. (2.23)

It is shown that

m =
1

Nβ

∂(lnZ)
∂Heff

(2.24)

for the unnormalized magnetization m. Deriving the partition function leads to the
self-consistency equation

m = tanh

[
β

(
h+

∑
n

qnJnm

)]
, (2.25)

which can be solved graphically by finding the intersections of the functions on both
sides of the equal sign. In the absence of an external field this yields

kBTC =
∑
i

qiJi. (2.26)

Due to the assumption of small fluctuations MFA generally overestimates the transition
temperature [6].

2.3. Cluster Expansion

The Cluster Expansion (CE) was introduced by J. E. Mayer and E. Montroll in 1941 [7]
and like the Ising model it can be used to describe systems based on the interactions of
the magnetic moments. While the Ising model was limited to two-particle interactions,
the CE includes interactions between groups of atoms of any number. A configuration
vector ~σ is introduced, the components σi of which are the signs of the spins of each
atom in the lattice (σi ∈ {−1,+1}). It should be noted that the software used to do
the Cluster Expansion was designed to deal with alloys, so the components of ~σ would
represent the different types of atoms in the alloy. In this case these types are atoms of
the same material but different spin-orientations. A detailed explanation of the Cluster
Expansion and possible implementations is given in [8]. Clusters are defined as any
combination of lattice sites. We differentiate between inequivalent clusters, which are
clusters of different shapes, and equivalent clusters, which are clusters of the same shape
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2. Theory

Figure 4: Illustration of some inequivalent
clusters in a 2d lattice

Figure 5: Illustration of some equivalent
(same colour) clusters in a 2d
lattice

but possibly different orientation as shown in fig. 4 and 5. The energy per atom of the
system ~σ is then denoted by

E(~σ) =
∑
α

JαΠα(~σ). (2.27)

This is the sum over all types of inequivalent clusters α of the effective cluster inter-
action (eci) Jα, which quantifies the strength of the interactions inside a cluster α,
times the correlation matrix element Πα(~σ), which describes how often and with which
spin-orientations clusters of the type α are present in the structure ~σ and is written as

Πα(~σ) =
1

N~σ

∑
β=α

∏
i∈β

σi. (2.28)

The sum runs over all equivalent clusters β that have the shape α and contains the
product of the signs of the spins σi of all the atoms i that make up the cluster β. The
normalization N~σ is the total number of atoms in the structure ~σ. Of course in reality
we cannot run the expansion over all inequivalent types of clusters α, because there are
far too many. Like the Ising model we have to restrict the sum to the terms with the
largest coefficients Jα. If we write down the correlation matrix elements for a certain
number of different clusters α and the same number of different structures ~σγ we obtain
a square matrix Π and eq. (2.27) becomes a set of linear equations

E(~σγ) =
∑
α

JαΠα(~σγ), (2.29)

which can be solved for the ecis, if the energies E(~σγ) can be obtained from some other
method. For this density functional theory was used. This process is essentially the
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2.4. Density functional theory

same as the one explained for the Ising model. With the resulting Jα the energy of any
other structure ~σ can be predicted from eq. (2.27). However, any arbitrary selection of
clusters α is not representative of any structure ~σ. Therefore, those types of inequivalent
clusters α have to be determined that can predict the energy of any other structure with
the highest accuracy. For this a cross-validation error (ECV) is defined:

ECV =

[∑
~σ

(ECE
~σ − EDFT

~σ )2

NE

] 1
2

, (2.30)

where NE is the number of structures ~σ present in the sum. An algorithm is used which
chooses the structures of which the energy should be calculated by DFT and selects
different clusters to be tested with the goal of minimizing ECV. This process was done
using the software ATAT (Alloy Theoretic Automated Toolkit) [9]. As input ATAT only
requires the lattice structure in the form of the translation vectors and base in fractional
coordinates, which are stored in a file lat.in, as well as the energies from the DFT
calculations. These calculations where performed by Prof. M. Marques, who supervised
this work. We restricted the CE to only include two-atom clusters. By doing so we can
show the equivalence of the CE and the Ising model: We normalize the Ising model
with 1

N~σ
to show the energy per atom, we draw the constant − 1

S2 out of the coefficients
Jij and we restrict the CE to two-atom clusters. It is easy to see that the sum over all
equivalent occurrences of all types of inequivalent two-atom clusters is equal to the sum
over all pairs of atoms i, j. It follows the equivalence:

1

N~σ

∑
i,j
i<j

J̃ij
1

S2
S
(z)
i S

(z)
j =

1

N~σ

∑
i,j
i<j

J̃ijσiσj =
1

N~σ

∑
α

∑
β=α

Jασiσj (2.31)

J̃ij = Jα (2.32)

This means the results of the CE can be used in the Ising model.

2.4. Density functional theory

While the DFT calculations are not part of my work, they are a part of the process, so
I will explain the basic principles. A detailed introduction into the topic can be found
in [10, 11].
Density functional theory is based on calculating the groundstate energy and wave-
function of an electronic system from the electron density. Traditionally, to obtain the
groundstate wavefunction of a system one would solve the Schrödinger equation for
all eigenvalues. A single atom can be treated as an ion surrounded by electrons. The
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problem is simplified using the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [12], which makes
use of the substantial difference in mass between the atomic core and the electrons and
assumes the core to be static compared to the electrons since it moves on a much longer
time scale. However, an exact solution of the Schrödinger equation can only be
obtained for a one-electron system. Dealing with elements other than hydrogen and sys-
tems of more than one atom leaves us with much larger and more complex systems. This
complexity results from the coupling of the electrons. The Hamiltonian now includes a
coulombic term describing all the interactions:

Ĥ = − h̄2

2m

∑
i

∇2
i +

∑
i

vi(~i) +
∑
i<j

q2

|~ri − ~rj|
(2.33)

= T̂ + V̂ + Û

Solving the Schrödinger equation of this many-body problem is highly impractical
due to its high computational complexity. Further, the wavefunction of an N -electron
system would have 3N coordinates. From the wavefunction we can obtain the electron
density as

n(~r) = N

ˆ
d3r2 · · ·

ˆ
d3rNΨ

∗(~r, ~r2, · · · , ~rN)Ψ(~r, ~r2, · · · , ~rN). (2.34)

The electron density n is a property of the entire system and therefore only dependent on
3 coordinates. Density functional theory explores the relation between n and Ψ with the
help of the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems [13]. The first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem
explains that the groundstate density n0 is uniquely related to the wavefunction Ψ0, so
Ψ0 can be written as a functional of n0:

Ψ0(~r1, · · · , ~rN) = Ψ[n0(~r)] (2.35)

Any other groundstate properties can be calculated as eigenvalues of the groundstate
wavefunction. Therefore, they are also functionals of n0. To determine n0 we look at the
second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem. It states that the energy of any density is higher
or equal to the exact groundstate energy.

E[n0] ≤ E[n] (2.36)

This means n0 can be obtained using variation: The energy E[n] is minimized by varying
the electron density to achieve the ground state density.

E[n0] = min
n

E[n] (2.37)
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2.4. Density functional theory

Further, the energy of an arbitrary density can also be obtained by variation of wave-
functions that reproduce n [11]:

E[n] = min
Ψ→n
〈Ψ|T̂ + V̂ + Û |Ψ〉 (2.38)

Since the potential is independent of the specific wavefunction this can be separated:

E[n] = min
Ψ→n
〈Ψ|T̂ + Û |Ψ〉+

ˆ
d3rn(~r)v(~r) (2.39)

The first term is known as Hohenberg-Kohn functional FHK[n] = T [n]+U [n] and the
only term we have to minimize. However, we are still dealing with a wavefunction for
interacting electrons. To lose the complexity we look at a system of non-interacting elec-
trons with the exact same electron density as the interacting system. The electrostatic
interactions between the electrons are the same for both systems, but the kinetic terms
are different. FHK can then be written with the kinetic energy of the non-interacting
system TKS:

FHK[n] = TKS[n] + U [n] + EXC[n], (2.40)

where [14]

U [n] =
e2

2

ˆ ˆ
n(~r)n(~r′)

|~r − ~r′|
d3rd3r′ (2.41)

EXC[n] is called the exchange correlation functional and represents the difference in
kinetic energy between the two systems as well as any quantum effects. In this fictitious
system, due to the lack of interactions, the wavefunction can be written as the product
of the single-particle wavefunctions:

Ψ = Ψ1(~r1) · · ·ΨN( ~rN) (2.42)

The fictitious electrons are affected by an effective potential vKS(~r) = vext(~r) + vH(~r) +

vXC(~r) and obey the Kohn-Sham equations [15](
− p2

2m
∇2 + vKS(~r)

)
Ψi(~r) = εiΨi(~r). (2.43)

The Hartree potential vH and exchange potential vXC are the functional derivatives
of U [n] and EXC[n]. Because of eq. (2.34) and (2.35) the problem is selfconsistent. The
solution can be approached by determining an approximate density and calculating Ψ[n]

and n[Ψ] until the density used to calculate the wavefunction and the density obtained
from the wavefunction match. There are various methods of approximating the exchange
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2. Theory

correlation functional, the simplest being the local density approximation (LDA) and
the most commonly used being the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [11].

While density functional theory could theoretically be used to calculate the energy for
every step of the simulation, it is extremely impractical, since DFT calculations are sig-
nificantly more computationally demanding and would take much longer than executing
eq. (2.27).
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3. Monte Carlo Simulation

3.1. Principle

The term Monte Carlo Simulation refers to any statistical method based on random
sampling. In this work the random thermal excitation of crystal lattices in a heat
bath is simulated based on the Ising model. This is done by subjecting the lattice to
random spin-flips based on a Boltzmann probability distribution, which means that
after a sufficiently large number of spin-flips our set of states approaches the canonical
ensemble. Therefore, the partition function (2.3) and the thermodynamic averages (2.4)
can be approxmiated by summing only over the states of every step in the simulation
instead of all possible states.
The exact algorithm (also known as Metropolis Algorithm [16, 17]) used is displayed

in fig. 6. A structure ~σ0 is simulated as a lattice with a spin assigned to each lattice
site and a fixed temperature T is assumed. The energy of this structure is calculated
using eq. (2.10) or (2.27). Periodic boundary conditions are used to simulate an infinite
system. Then, over a large number of iterations N the following loop is executed: A
random lattice site is selected and the sign of its spin changed. The energy of this
new structure ~σ1 is calculated and the Boltzmann probability distribution is used to
determine whether the state ~σ1 is kept or the system is reverted to ~σ0. The probability
of keeping the new state is

P (~σ0 → ~σ1) = exp
(
−(E1 − E0)

kBT

)
. (3.1)

To apply this a random number 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 is generated. The new state is kept if
r ≤ P (~σ0 → ~σ1). This means that for E1 ≤ E0 the new state is always accepted, as
in nature any system strives for the state of lowest energy. However, even if E1 > E0

there is a chance for the system to assume ~σ1 due to thermal excitation, the probability
of which is higher if E1 is close to E0 and T is very high. When starting the simulation
from a state different from the groundstate this also prevents the system from becoming
stuck in a state that is not the groundstate, but presents a local energy minimum. If
this process is repeated over different temperatures, we can obtain the averages of the
thermodynamic quantities required to analyse the phase transition as functions of tem-
perature and read the transition temperature from phase diagrams.
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3. Monte Carlo Simulation

generate structure ~σ0

calculate energy E0

flip random
spin → ~σ1

calculate new
energy E1

generate random
number 0 ≤ r ≤ 1

e
−E1−E0

kBT > r

accept new stage
(~σ0 ← ~σ1)

restore pre-
vious state

true

false

repeat N times

Figure 6: Flow chart of the Monte Carlo algorithm

3.2. Dependency of the transition temperature on the strength of
the interactions

The magnetic phase transition takes place when thermal excitations are high enough
to flip spins and break up the magnetic order. In the Monte Carlo algorithm this is
represented by the probability P (~σ0 → ~σ1). Above the transition temperature P is
sufficiently large enough for the system to be likely to assume energetically higher states
after spinflips. After a number of simulation steps the lattice will then assume random
spin orientations. To increase P either the temperature has to be raised or the energy
difference E1−E0 has to be lowered. This difference consists solely of those terms in the
sum of eq. (2.27) that the site, at which the spin was flipped, is a part of. It follows that
the difference is larger when the effective cluster interactions are higher. Therefore, the
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Figure 7: TC as a function of J1 for a ferromagnetic cubic lattice of a = 1 Å with only
first neighbour interactions

probability of accepting energetically higher states is smaller and the simulated critical
temperature is higher if the interactions between the magnetic moments are stronger.
To illustrate this a simple ferromagnetic cubic lattice with a lattice constant of 1 Å and
only first neighbour interactions has been simulated for different values of the interaction
strength J1. The results are shown in fig. 7. The transition temperature exhibits a
clear linear dependency on J1, similar to MFA. As expected, the MFA overestimates
the transition temperature. That is why it is not sufficient to use MFA instead of
the simulation. However, MFA can be used to guess the area over which to run the
simulation.
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4. Simulation of real materials

The simulation of real materials is more complicated: The crystal structures are more
complex and multiple different types of clusters have to be included in the expansion.
For studies of simulation details such as the convergence of the simulation the material
NiO was chosen, as many studies both experimental and theoretical have been performed
on NiO in the past, so there are many sources for comparing the results.

4.1. Convergence and system size dependency

For an automated high-throughput procedure we need to determine the number N of
steps for the simulation. Fig. 8 and 9 show the energy of a BaFeF4 lattice during a
simulation at a temperature above the transition. It can be seen that at first a certain
number of steps is required for the energy to converge and then an additional num-
ber of steps over which the average can be taken. The total simulation runtime could
be considerably reduced if this number of steps could be determined automatically for
every run of the simulation. For this reason a convergence criterion was tested, but
found unsuitable due to rare larger structural changes during the simulation. The
idea of this criterion comes from the software ATAT. ATAT also has Monte Carlo codes
available, but we did not use them here. Those codes are explained in detail in [18].
They defined the simulation’s convergence as illustrated in fig. 8. A certain number of
steps is simulated. It is assumed that in the first half of the simulation the respective
quantity (in this case the structure’s energy) would have converged. Therefore, they
take the averages EIII and EV I of the third and fourth quadrant of the simulated steps.
If the differences of energy per atom between those two is smaller than a constant ε,
the simulation is converged and the total average is taken over the second half of the
simulation. If the difference is larger than ε, N is doubled and the criterion checked
again. The reason for this is that it is unknown, whether the criterion is unfulfilled due
to the energy not having converged yet or the average not being good enough. When
implementing this criterion in our simulations the resulting numbers of iterations would
seem almost random. Most of the time the simulation would finish rather quickly after
a few 10, 000 iterations. Occasionally it would not converge for millions of iterations.
The reason for this seem to be larger structural changes as highlighted in fig. 9. Because
these are rare, they often were not present in the first few iterations of the automatic
procedure, so those simulations converged according to the criterion, but if they were
present, the simulation would not converge until many of those larger fluctuations were
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Figure 8: Convergence criterion shown for the energy curve of BaFeF4, 6750 atoms, 70 K

simulated and properly represented in the averages. The proposed convergence crite-
rion is unsuitable for these rare fluctuations. Instead we went back to using a fixed
number of steps, which would be chosen to be proportional to the number of atoms in
the structure. In fig. 10 the normalized simulation results of the heat capacity of NiO
for systems of various sizes are shown at 5, 000 simulation steps per atom. For some
sizes the simulation seems to have converged properly, showing the same behaviour of
CV (T ) with a sharp peak around the same transition temperature. For the other sizes
the curve is significantly less smooth and has no sharp peak, moreover not at the same
temperature. The similarity of the curves with sharp peaks indicates that the simula-
tion did indeed converge for them and that there is no significant size dependency of
the transition temperature. Therefore, we are free to vary the system size to suit other
parameters. After further testing it was determined that a number of 10, 000 steps per
atom was sufficient for the simulation to converge in most cases if it was started from
the groundstate. There is a number of reasons to use systems as large as possible: The
simulations converge better and result in smoother curves because the relative change
in energy per spin flip is smaller for larger systems. The peaks of CV and X are higher
and sharper, meaning the transition temperature can be determined more accurately.
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4.1. Convergence and system size dependency
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Figure 9: Energy curve of BaFeF4 from fig. (8), wider area. The highlighted region
contains a larger structural fluctuation.

However, this is compensated by a larger runtime because more steps are required in the
simulation and a larger lattice has to be generated. A balance has to be struck between
system size and runtime. In this work system sizes between 1, 000 and 10, 000 atoms
were used.
The convergence criterion could still be implemented, e.g. by increasing the number
of steps in the first iteration far enough to have a high probability of including the
larger fluctuations. However, finding a suitable number would require much more in-
tensive studying and would exceed the time limits of this thesis. It should nonetheless
be considered during the future development of the method. While improving runtime
this could however reduce the accuracy of the simulation results because of the unpre-
dictability of such fluctuations.
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Figure 10: Heat capacity of NiO for different system sizes simulated at a low number of
steps

4.2. Initial state

Another important parameter of the simulation is the state from which it is started.
This parameter is extremely relevant regarding both the runtime of the simulation and
the convergence. At a high temperature, due to high thermal excitations, the system is
likely to assume a state with arbitrary spin orientations and an average magnetization of
0. Therefore, convergence would be achieved the quickest if we start from such a state.
If the initial state was the groundstate of a system, e.g. with parallel spin orientation for
a ferromagnetic system, a number of simulation steps would be required to break up the
perfect magnetic order until the system is in such a state with arbitrary spins over which
the average can be taken. However, at temperatures below the transition temperature
a state with arbitrary spin orientations is less suitable. That is because the probability
P (~σ0 → ~σ1) is very low if E1 > E0. This means that if the system assumes a state of
a local minimum of energy, where any spin flip would lead to an increase in energy, it
is extremely unlikely to escape this metastable state and therefore extremely unlikely
to reach the groundstate, which it should assume at low temperatures. Depending
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4.2. Initial state

on the temperature it would require a much higher number of steps (up to multiple
orders of magnitude) to achieve convergence, which is contrary to the purpose of this
work: achieving a high-throughput method. If below the transition temperature the
simulation is started from the groundstate instead, it would require very few iterations
of the simulation before averages can be taken.

Simulated annealing The convergence problem of starting from a state with arbitrary
spin orientations can be circumvented by simulating the slow natural annealing of the
material. That is beginning the first simulation at a high temperature and arbitrary spin
orientations and then starting every subsequent simulation from the final state of the
last simulated temperature. This way the initial state for every simulation will always
be close to the average. Local minimums of energy could be considered as defects in the
crystal structure. It is therefore apparent that to guarantee convergence and minimize
defects, the cooling process will have to be as slow as possible: Either the temperature
steps have to be very small or the number of steps for each simulation has to be high.
A balance between these two parameters has to be struck. The temperature steps are
usually chosen to be logarithmic, with a factor η, so that Ti+1 = η ·Ti. If there is a rough
estimate of the transition temperature, the simulation could be run in a sufficiently small
interval around this estimate with small enough temperature steps. In this case applying
simulated annealing would be feasible.

If, however, the transition temperature is entirely unknown, it would be better to start
the simulation from the groundstate. While convergence at high temperatures is slightly
slower than from a randomly oriented state, convergence is much more likely, since break-
ing up the perfect crystal structure at higher temperatures is much easier than cooling
it down without any defects. For this the groundstate has to be known. For ferro-
magnetic materials it is obvious, since the ferromagnetic groundstate favours parallel
orientation for all neighbouring spins, so there are two distinct groundstates. However,
the groundstates of antiferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic systems can vary greatly between
the materials. Since we have both the lattice geometry and the effective cluster inter-
actions, we can determine the groundstate of any system using logic. For example,
the magnetic Ni atoms of NiO form a fcc-lattice. Further, the relevant clusters of the
expansion are the first and second neighbour clusters, which is illustrated in fig. 11.
The respective effective cluster interactions are J1 = −0.000912 eV (first neighbours)
and J2 = 0.013817 eV (second neighbours). For first neighbours a parallel spin orien-
tation is favourable, for second neighbours an antiparallel one. Any Ni atom has 12

first and 6 second neighbours. Since J1 is so small that |J2| > 12 |J1|, we can deduce
that, regardless of the orientation of first neighbours, second neighbours have to have
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4. Simulation of real materials

Figure 11: Cubic unit cell of fcc Ni-structure of NiO, the colors are only for better spacial
understanding. Green and orange lines: first neighbours, black lines: second
neighbours

their spins oriented antiparallel in the groundstate. Any spinflip reducing the number
of second neighbour pairs with antiparallel orientation would result in an energy change
larger than 12 J1 − J2 > 0. From fig. 11 we see that second neighbours form a simple
cubic sublattice inside the fcc-lattice. Further, the fcc-lattice consists of 4 simple cu-
bic sublattices. Each of those has two ways of having all spins antiparallel inside the
sublattice. The interactions between different sublattices are first neighbour ineractions.
Upon closer inspection we realize that any combination of the distinct antiparallel states
of the sublattices results in the same number of parallel and antiparallel first neighbour
pairs. Therefore NiO has 24 distinct groundstates.

With the setup used in this work, ATAT not only provides the clusters and ecis, but also
the groundstates of the materials. If this was not the case, the process of finding the
groundstates could also be automated by generating supercells large enough to include
2x2 translations of the largest clusters in the expansion and going through all possible
distributions of spins.
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4.3. Program structure and runtime optimization

4.3. Program structure and runtime optimization

Using the language Python, a library of functions and a series of programs implementing
them to perform Monte Carlo Simulations both manual and automated were developed.
A high degree of modularity was worked in to allow for easy improvement and cus-
tomization of the code. The current versions of the function libraries and the program
for automated execution are included in the appendix.

The file MonteCarloLattices.py contains all functions used for generating and manipu-
lating lattices. The lattice representation used was chosen on the basis of runtime opti-
mization over the cost of storage space. On every step of the simulation the energy of a
new structure has to be calculated. If we did this using eq. (2.27) and (2.28) or (2.10),
we would have to calculate the correlation matrix element as a sum over thousands of
pairs of atoms, which would be extremely costly regarding runtime and also system size
dependent. Instead we only look at the terms that change, when a single spin is flipped.
This way we only have to consider a handful of atom pairs and the runtime of a single
step is no longer dependent on system size. Therefore, the lattice representation has to
be designed in a way that makes this change of energy easily accessible. This was realized
by simulating the lattice as a list of atoms, where for every lattice site there is stored the
spin of the atom as well as a list of all clusters the atom is a part of, with the value of
the spin-products and the location of the other atoms in the list being stored for every
cluster. Further, the idea of looking at the change of a quantity instead of executing a
sum over the entire structure can be carried over to the magnetization and staggered
magnetization as well. While the staggered magnetization is unnecessary to define and
determine during high-throughput calculations to predict the transition temperatures,
I wrote material specific staggered magnetization functions for a number of materials
to be used in the simulation of those antiferromagnetic systems for phenomenological
observation. Knowing the groundstate of the systems it might be possible to automate
the creation of staggered magnetization functions as weighted sums over all lattice sites
that take the value 1 in the groundstate. However, I did not implement such a feature.
The function generating a lattice requires a spin distribution function as a parameter.
This function determines which state the simulation starts from. For a number of anti-
ferromagnetic materials I determined groundstate spin distribution functions by hand.
This was used for testing during development of the programs. For high-throughput
calculations it would be preferable if the groundstate spin distribution functions were
built automatically from the DFT results.

The file MonteCarloGetQuantity.py contains functions to calculate the thermodynamic
quantities discussed in section 2.1.2 from the lattice. Of note is the function titled
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4. Simulation of real materials

getNums, which calculates the unnormalized correlation matrix elements N~σ · Πα(~σ).
During the simulation these values are used without applying the effective cluster inter-
actions. By doing so we only use integers and prevent numerical errors after millions of
changes to the energy values. The functions convertEnergy are used for the Boltz-
mann distribution and at the end of the simulation to convert these numbers into the
energy values of the system. The file also includes the functions to determine the changes
to physical quantities caused by spinflips mentioned above.

The abovementioned functions are implemented in the file MonteCarloObtainState.py,
which contains functions executing the simulation for single temperatures.

Finally, all functions are loaded using a single file to improve clarity of the import
section of the programs implementing them: There is a program to create a lattice,
given parameters, and store it in a text file to be read in for simulations. Should the
simulation fail, or the area observed not contain the phase transition, it can be rerun
without using up additional runtime during another lattice generation procedure, which
is system size dependent. Then there are programs to run the simulation over a range of
temperature values. If started from the groundstate the simulation can be run for every
temperature at the same time. This parallelization was extremely useful for testing
aspects of the simulation, since it drastically reduced the time of the simulation of a
single material. For this case there is a program to run the simulation over a single
temperature and a program to collect the results after all temperatures are simulated.
The execution of this parallelization is handled by the user via calling the programs in
scripts. Another program can run the simulation consecutively for every temperature.
For high-throughput calculations this is just as feasible, since running the simulation
for many materials at the same time would achieve the same degree of parallelization as
running it for different temperatures at the same time.

4.4. Automation

For high-throughput calculations the execution of all those tasks has to be automated.
The lattice structure is stored in a file lat.in required for ATAT. The cluster details
and effective cluster interactions are stored in the output files clusters.out and eci.out
generated by the ATAT software and the information on the groundstates is stored in
the files gs.out and gs_str.out. For high-throughput use I wrote a program that can be
run with the working directory as argument: It reads in these files, converts the lattice
details from fractional coordinates into carthesian ones for personal preference and stores
the information in a single file for clarity. Then it generates a lattice to be stored as a
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text file and runs the simulation. The parameters of the simulation are set in a single
file parameters.txt. A method of building the groundstate spin distributions has yet to
be implemented.
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5. Results and Discussion

The coefficients and two-atom clusters obtained from the expansion for a number of
materials are shown in table 1. It can be seen that negative coefficients lead to ferro-
magnetic groundstates and positive coefficients lead to antiferromagnetic groundstates.
V2O4 and NiO each have coefficients both greater than and below 0, but for both ma-
terials the order of magnitude of one type of interaction is smaller than the rest, so the
groundstate is determined by the larger ecis.

Table 1: Atomic distances and respective interaction strengths obtained from the Cluster
Expansion for each material

ferromagnets: antiferromagnets:

range [Å] eci [eV] range [Å] eci [eV]

V2O4 MoF3

3.037 51 −0.001 682 4.199 490 0.011 418

3.528 531 −0.002 038 Ba2NiF6

4.529 510 0.000 104 4.131 710 0.007 073

Li2MnF6 K2NiF4

4.435 680 −0.002 453 4.075 000 0.007 048

4.929 970 −0.000 617 NiO

GdF3 2.988 035 −0.000 912
4.005 640 −0.000 358 4.225 720 0.013 817

VBO3 BaFeF4

3.664 946 −0.021 413 3.942 661 0.002 128
4.686 670 −0.039 120 4.309 170 0.002 043

Simulations where performed manually for all of the abovementioned materials. The
phase diagrams look similar for all of them. Examples of this are shown in fig. 13 to 18
for ferromagnetic GdF3 and antiferromagnetic K2NiF4. The thermodynamic quantities
behave as expected. The energy and heat capacity behave the same way for ferro-
and antiferromagnetic systems. Regarding the magnetic order we observe the average
magnetization for ferromagnets and staggered magnetization for antiferromagents. The
phase transition is shown in the increase in average energy and the magnetic orders
breaking apart. The peak of CV as well as X for ferromagnetic systems at the transition
temperature are sharp enough to obtain a clear transition temperature from the phase
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Table 2: Transition temperatures of various materials obtained from simulation in com-
parison with experimental results

Material TC/N [K] (simulated) TC/N [K] (experimental)

ferromagnets
V2O4 180± 5

Li2MnF6 28± 1

GdF3 16± 1 1.25 [19]
VBO3 2200± 50 32.5 [20]
antiferromagnets
MoF3 500± 25

Ba2NiF6 190± 5 200 [20]
K2NiF4 190± 5 200 [20]
NiO 712.5± 25 525 [21]
BaFeF4 25± 2.5 60± 2 [20]

diagrams. Further, the magnetic susceptibility of antiferromagentic systems is slowly
rising with no clear critical temperature. The resulting transition temperatures are
shown in table 2. To determine the accuracy of the simulation they are compared
to experimentally obtained transition temperatures when experimental studies of the
materials could be found. The error displayed is half the temperature stepwidth of the
simulation.

For the antiferromagnetic materials Ba2NiF6 and K2NiF4 the transition temperature
was predicted very accurately with a difference of only 5% from the experimental re-
sult. An accurate prediction also suggests accurate underlying DFT calculations. The
similar transition temperatures and presumed accuracy of the DFT calculations can be
explained by the very similar lattice structures of the magnetic Ni atoms of the two
materials. The predicted transition temperatures of antiferromagnetic NiO and BaFeF4

are in a rather wide area around the experimentally obtained temperatures, but in the
same order of magnitude, while the predicted temperature of ferromagnetic GdF3 is only
in a similar order of magnitude. In contrast, the predicted temperature of ferromagnetic
VBO3 is in an entirely different order of magnitude from the experimental result.
The transition temperatures obtained from the simulation are entirely determined by the
set of clusters chosen by the CE and the respective ecis. Therefore, any errors have to
be attributed to the Cluster Expansion and the underlying DFT calculations. Both con-
tribute to the total error: The CE is reduced to a handful of inequivalent clusters and the
DFT includes significant approximations. For the former we can look at the CV errors
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of the expansion. VBO3 has a very large ECV of around 0.46. Clearly the chosen clusters
and ecis are not representative of the structure. The second highest ECV of 0.0082 was
obtained for GdF3, which corresponds with the comparison to experiments. Ba2NiF6

and K2NiF4 have significantly lower ECV of 0.0030 and 0.0032. However, the lowest CV
scores of 0.00025 and 0.00053 where obtained for NiO and BaFeF4 respectively, which,
due to the larger differences from the experimental results for these materials, suggests
that the error lies within the DFT calculations.

Fig. 12 shows the transition temperature obtained from the simulation displayed over
the separation energy for each material, that is the energetic difference between the fer-
romagnetic and antiferromagnetic state. By definition the separation energy is negative
for ferromagnets and positive for antiferromagnets. Generally, a higher |Efm − Eafm|
indicates larger and likely more accurately determined ecis, since any absolute error of
the energy calculation has a smaller impact when solving the linear system of equations.
This is demonstrated by the most accurately simulated materials Ba2NiF6, K2NiF4 and
NiO having much larger separation energies than GdF3, VBO3 and BaFeF4. The graph
also shows that systems with larger separation energies have higher transition temper-
atures because the average energy change per spinflip is higher and therefore stronger
thermal excitations are necessary to break apart the magnetic ordering. There are small
fluctuations due to the accuracy of the Cluster Expansion and DFT calculations and
because of the different lattice structures, e.g. Li2MnF6 has a higher transition tempera-
ture than other materials with larger separation energies. VBO3 is an exception to this,
most likely because the ecis are highly inaccurate due to the high ECV.
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6. Conclusion and Outlook

A method using Monte Carlo Simulations on the basis of the Ising model to predict the
transition temperatures of magnetic semiconductors was proposed and realized. The
Cluster Expansion method paired with density functional theory was used to obtain
the required material specific coefficients. A series of programs was written to run the
simulations on any crystal structure and tested on a number of materials with promising
results. The method is now ready for high-throughput use.
The accuracy of the simulations could be increased by expanding the underlying models.
Firstly, the restriction of clusters only containing two atoms could be lifted. This was one
of the major approximations of the method. Secondly, it is worth observing if and how
the results change when using the full Heisenberg model instead of the Ising model.
There are fundamental differences between the two. For example, due to the discrete spin
orientations, there are no magnons in the Ising model. Further, the Heisenberg model
includes any small change of spin orientation causing small changes of energy resulting
from smaller thermal excitation. However, using the Heisenberg model would likely
also require more steps for the simulation to converge, since we no longer have a fixed
number of possible states for the system to occupy, so it might not be practical for high-
throughput use. Additionally, the code could be expanded to allow multiple different
types of magnetic atoms per material to drastically increase the number of materials
that can be studied.
Finally, the runtime of the simulation should be minimal. There is still some optimization
to be done, especially during the lattice generation process.
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A. Appendix

A.1. MonteCarloLattices.py

1 import random as rand
2 import sys
3 import time
4 import copy
5 import math
6

7 kB = 1.38064852*10**(-23)
8 el = 1.6021766208*10**(-19)
9

10 def getStructure(filename):
11 def toList(string):
12 List = []
13 parts = string.split(',')
14 for i in range(len(parts)):
15 List.append(float(parts[i]))
16 return List
17 base, vectors, lens, J = [], [], [], []
18 file = open(filename , "r")
19 file.readline()
20 line = file.readline()
21 while(line!="vectors\n"):
22 base.append(toList(line))
23 line = file.readline()
24 line = file.readline()
25 while(line!="lens\n"):
26 vectors.append(toList(line))
27 line = file.readline()
28 line = file.readline()
29 while(line!="eci\n"):
30 lens.append(eval(line))
31 line = file.readline()
32 line = file.readline()
33 while(line!=""):
34 J.append(float(line))
35 line = file.readline()
36 file.close()
37 return base, vectors, lens, J
38

39 """makes lattice from basis and (translation)vectors with supercell of
size**3 base"""

40 def makeSpecificLattice2(base, vectors, size, lens, spinDistr):
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41 t0 = time.time()
42 atoms = []
43

44 def addAtomVectors(atom, vectors, translOrders):
45 coords = [atom[0],atom[1],atom[2]]
46 for i in range(3):
47 for j in range(3):
48 coords[j] += translOrders[i]*vectors[i][j]
49 return coords
50

51 def _3D_distance(coords1, coords2):
52 return (sum((coords2[i]-coords1[i])**2. for i in range(3)))

**(1/2.)
53

54 for i in range(size):
55 for j in range(size):
56 for k in range(size):
57 for atom in base:
58 coords = addAtomVectors(atom, vectors, (i,j,k))
59 atoms.append(coords)
60

61 """lattice contains atom (spin), [bonds[r1], bonds[r2],...] with bonds
[rn] """

62 """containing all atoms (loc. in list) with distance rn to atom and
value of bond"""

63 lattice = []
64 tempSpins = []
65

66 """translations relevant for periodic boundary conditions"""
67 translations = []
68 numbers = range(-1, 2)
69 for i in numbers:
70 for j in numbers:
71 for k in numbers:
72 if i!=0 or j!=0 or k!=0:
73 translations.append([size*i,size*j,size*k])
74

75 for n in range(len(atoms)):
76 spin = spinDistr(n)
77 tempSpins.append(spin)
78 for i in range(len(atoms)):
79 atom = atoms[i]
80 bonds = []
81 spin = tempSpins[i]
82 for k in range(len(lens)):
83 bonds.append([])
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84 for j in range(len(atoms)):
85 for k in range(len(lens)):
86 Len = lens[k]
87 dist = _3D_distance(atom, atoms[j])
88 if Len*0.99 <= dist and dist <= 1.01*Len:
89 spinProduct = tempSpins[i]*tempSpins[j]
90 bonds[k].append([j, spinProduct , atoms[j]])
91 lattice.append([spin, bonds, atoms[i]])
92 sys.stdout.write("\rinner bonds %.2f%% complete"%(100.*(i+1)/float

(len(atoms))))
93 sys.stdout.flush()
94

95 translCnt = 0
96 for transl in translations:
97 translCnt += 1
98 for i in range(len(atoms)):
99 for j in range(len(atoms)):

100 for k in range(len(lens)):
101 Len = lens[k]
102 outAtom = addAtomVectors(atoms[j], vectors, transl)
103 dist = _3D_distance(atoms[i], outAtom)
104 if Len*0.99 < dist and dist < 1.01*Len:
105 spinProduct = tempSpins[i]*tempSpins[j]
106 lattice[i][1][k].append([j, spinProduct , outAtom])
107 sys.stdout.flush()
108 sys.stdout.write("\rtranslation %d/26 %.2f%% complete"%(

translCnt ,100*(i+1)/float(len(atoms))))
109 print("Done.")
110 t1 = time.time()
111 print("%.2fs"%(t1-t0))
112 return lattice
113

114

115 def flipSpin2(lattice):
116 N = len(lattice)
117 loc = rand.randint(0,N-1)
118 newLattice = lattice
119 newLattice[loc][0] *= -1
120

121 def fixBonds(j, order):
122 for bond in newLattice[j][1][order]:
123 if bond[0]==loc:
124 bond[1] *= -1
125

126 for order in range(len(newLattice[loc][1])):
127 for i in range(len(newLattice[loc][1][order])):
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128 if newLattice[loc][1][order][i][0]!=loc:
129 newLattice[loc][1][order][i][1] *= -1
130 fixBonds(newLattice[loc][1][order][i][0], order)
131 return newLattice , loc
132

133 def flipSpecificSpin2(lattice, loc):
134 newLattice = lattice
135 newLattice[loc][0] *= -1
136

137 def fixBonds(j, order):
138 for bond in newLattice[j][1][order]:
139 if bond[0]==loc:
140 bond[1] *= -1
141

142 for order in range(len(newLattice[loc][1])):
143 for i in range(len(newLattice[loc][1][order])):
144 if newLattice[loc][1][order][i][0]!=loc:
145 newLattice[loc][1][order][i][1] *= -1
146 fixBonds(newLattice[loc][1][order][i][0], order)
147 return newLattice

A.2. MonteCarloGetQuantity.py

1 import random as rand
2 import sys
3 import copy
4 import math
5

6 kB = 1.38064852*10**(-23)
7 el = 1.6021766208*10**(-19)
8

9 def getNumOfInteractions2(lattice):
10 num = []
11 for k in range(len(lattice[0][1])):
12 num.append(0)
13 for atom in lattice:
14 for k in range(len(atom[1])):
15 for j in range(len(atom[1][k])):
16 num[k] += atom[1][k][j][1]
17 return [Num//2 for Num in num]
18

19 def convertEnergy2(num, J):
20 return sum(J[i]*num[i] for i in range(len(J)))
21
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22 def getNewNum2(lattice, loc, oldNum):
23 newNum = copy.deepcopy(oldNum)
24 for k in range(len(newNum)):
25 for j in range(len(lattice[loc][1][k])):
26 newNum[k] += 2*lattice[loc][1][k][j][1]
27 return newNum
28

29 def getMagnetization2(lattice):
30 return sum(atom[0] for atom in lattice)/float(len(lattice))
31

32 def getNewMag2(newLattice , loc, oldMag):
33 return oldMag + 2*newLattice[loc][0]/float(len(newLattice))
34

35 def magnType(m):
36 if abs(m)>0.9:
37 return "ferromagnetic"
38 elif abs(m)<0.1:
39 return "antiferromagnetic"
40 else:
41 return "ferrimagnetic"
42

43 def getPartitionFunction2(nums, C, J, T, size):
44 return sum(math.exp(-el*C*(convertEnergy2(num,J)/(size))/(kB*T)) for

num in nums)
45

46 def getThermodynamicAverage2(quantity, nums, C, J, T, Z, size):
47 class SizeException(Exception):
48 pass
49 if len(quantity)-len(nums) != 0:
50 print("len(quantity) = %d\nlen(nums) = %d"%(len(quantity), len(

nums)))
51 raise SizeException("Length of arrays for energy and thermodynamic

quantity not matching.")
52 else:
53 Sum = 0
54 for i in range(len(nums)):
55 Sum += quantity[i]*math.exp(-el*C*(convertEnergy2(nums[i],J)/

size)/(kB*T))
56 return Sum/Z
57

58 def getAverage2(quantity):
59 return sum(quantity)/len(quantity)
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A.3. MonteCarloObtainState.py

1 import random as rand
2 import sys
3 import math
4 from MonteCarloLattices import *
5 from MonteCarloGetQuantity import *
6

7 kB = 1.38064852*10**(-23)
8 el = 1.6021766208*10**(-19)
9

10 def obtainEverything2(lattice, J, C, T, iterations , stagMagFunc ,
stagMagUpd , stagMagEval):

11 N = len(lattice)
12 Lattice = copy.deepcopy(lattice)
13 num = getNumOfInteractions2(Lattice)
14 energy = convertEnergy2(num, J)
15 newLattice = copy.deepcopy(Lattice)
16 newNum = getNumOfInteractions2(newLattice)
17 newEnergy = convertEnergy2(newNum, J)
18 mag = getMagnetization2(Lattice)
19 stagMag = stagMagFunc(Lattice)
20 nums = []
21 magnetizations = []
22 stagMags = []
23 for n in range(iterations):
24 newLattice , loc = flipSpin2(newLattice)
25 newNum = getNewNum2(newLattice , loc, num)
26 newEnergy = convertEnergy2(newNum, J)
27 if rand.random() < math.exp(-el*C*(newEnergy - energy)/(kB*T)):
28 Lattice = flipSpecificSpin2(Lattice, loc)
29 num = getNewNum2(Lattice, loc, num)
30 energy = newEnergy
31 mag = getNewMag2(newLattice , loc, mag)
32 stagMag = stagMagUpd(newLattice , loc, stagMag)
33 else:
34 newLattice = flipSpecificSpin2(newLattice , loc)
35 newNum = getNewNum2(newLattice , loc, newNum)
36 newEnergy = energy
37 nums.append(num)
38 magnetizations.append(mag)
39 stagMags.append(stagMagEval(stagMag))
40 #sys.stdout.flush()
41 #sys.stdout.write("\r%.2f%%"%(((n+1.)/float(iterations))*100.))
42 return Lattice, num, nums, magnetizations , stagMags , iterations ,

iterations//4
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A.4. MonteCarlo.py

1 from MonteCarloLattices import *
2 from MonteCarloGetQuantity import *
3 from MonteCarloObtainState import *

A.5. fractionalToCarthesian.py

1 import math
2 import numpy as np
3

4 def cos(x):
5 return math.cos(math.radians(x))
6 def sin(x):
7 return math.sin(math.radians(x))
8 def tan(x):
9 return math.tan(math.radians(x))

10

11 """manual conversion , enter materialspecific data"""
12 data = "1. 1. 1. 90. 90. 90."
13 a, b, c, alpha, beta, gamma = [float(x) for x in data.split()]
14

15 base = [
16 "0. 0. 0.",
17 "0.5 0.5 0.5"
18 ]
19

20 base = [[float(elem.split()[i]) for i in range(3)] for elem in base]
21

22 A = [a, 0., 0.]
23 B = [b*cos(gamma), b*sin(gamma), 0.]
24

25 C_x = c*cos(beta)
26 C_y = c*(cos(alpha) - cos(beta)*cos(gamma))/sin(gamma)
27 C_z = np.sqrt(c**2 - C_x**2 - C_y**2)
28 C = [C_x, C_y, C_z]
29

30 vectors = [A,B,C]
31

32 BASE = []
33

34 for cell in base:
35 ATOM = np.dot(vectors, cell)
36 BASE.append(ATOM)
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37

38 print("base:")
39 for atom in BASE:
40 print("%f,%f,%f"%(atom[0], atom[1], atom[2]))
41 print("vectors:")
42 for vector in (A, B, C):
43 print("%f,%f,%f"%(vector[0], vector[1], vector[2]))
44

45 """function for mcsr"""
46 def convertCoordinates(a, b, c, alpha, beta, gamma, base):
47 A = [a, 0., 0.]
48 B = [b*cos(gamma), b*sin(gamma), 0.]
49

50 C_x = c*cos(beta)
51 C_y = c*(cos(alpha) - cos(beta)*cos(gamma))/sin(gamma)
52 C_z = np.sqrt(c**2 - C_x**2 - C_y**2)
53 C = [C_x, C_y, C_z]
54

55 vectors = [A,B,C]
56

57 BASE = []
58

59 for cell in base:
60 ATOM = np.dot(vectors, cell)
61 BASE.append(ATOM)
62

63 return A, B, C, BASE

A.6. mcsr.py

1 import sys
2 import os
3 import time
4 import ast
5 import random as rand
6 import copy
7 from MonteCarlo import *
8 from fractionalToCarthesian import *
9 from spinDistributions import *

10 from stagMagFunctions import *
11

12 targetDir = sys.argv[1]
13

14 ###### creating directory for run
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15 dirContent = os.listdir(targetDir)
16 dirNum = 0
17 while str(dirNum) in dirContent:
18 dirNum += 1
19 os.mkdir(targetDir + str(dirNum))
20

21 saveDir = targetDir + str(dirNum) + "/"
22

23 t0 = time.time()
24 logFile = open(saveDir + "mcsr_log.txt", "w")
25 logFile.write(str(t0)+"\n")
26 pFile = open("parameters.txt","r")
27 parameterStr = pFile.read()
28 pFile.close()
29 logFile.write(parameterStr + "\n")
30 logFile.close()
31

32 def log(string):
33 t = time.time()
34 logFile = open(saveDir + "mcsr_log.txt", "a")
35 logFile.write("%ds:\t"%(t-t0) + string + "\n")
36 logFile.close()
37 return
38

39

40 ###### creating parameters
41 ###default parameters
42 sd = 0
43 et = 0
44 tvt = 1
45 tsd = 1
46 T_l = 1.
47 T_h = 1000.
48 n_T = 20
49 a_T = 0.9
50 sps = 10000
51 minNum = 10000
52 smf = 0
53

54 ###reading parameter file
55 pFile = open("parameters.txt","r")
56 line = pFile.readline()
57 while line[:9] != "###end###":
58 if line == "spin distribution:\n":
59 sd = int(pFile.readline())
60 elif line == "execution type:\n":
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61 et = int(pFile.readline())
62 elif line == "temperature value type:\n":
63 tvt = int(pFile.readline())
64 elif line == "temperature step direction:\n":
65 tsd = int(pFile.readline())
66 elif line == "T_low:\n":
67 T_l = float(pFile.readline())
68 elif line == "T_high:\n":
69 T_h = float(pFile.readline())
70 elif line == "T_step_num:\n":
71 n_T = int(pFile.readline())
72 elif line == "T_factor:\n":
73 a_T = float(pFile.readline())
74 elif line == "steps per spin:\n":
75 sps = int(pFile.readline())
76 elif line == "size:\n":
77 minNum = int(pFile.readline())
78 elif line == "staggered magnetization function:\n":
79 smf = int(pFile.readline())
80 line = pFile.readline()
81

82 pFile.close()
83 log("Parameters established.")
84

85

86 ####### creating structure file
87 ###reading lat.in for lattice
88 latFile = open(targetDir + "lat.in","r")
89

90 line = latFile.readline()
91 a, b, c, alpha, gamma, beta = [float(x) for x in line.split(" ")]
92 for i in range(3): latFile.readline();
93 parts = latFile.readline().split(" ")
94 atomType = parts[3]
95 base = []
96 base.append([float(x) for x in parts[:3]])
97 parts = latFile.readline().split(" ")
98 while(parts[3] == atomType):
99 base.append([float(x) for x in parts[:3]])

100 parts = latFile.readline().split(" ")
101 if len(parts)<4:
102 break
103

104 latFile.close()
105

106 ###converting to carthesian coordinates
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107 A, B, C, BASE = convertCoordinates(a, b, c, alpha, beta, gamma, base)
108

109 ###reading clusters.out for clusters
110 def readStruc(file):
111 struc = [file.readline()]
112 line = file.readline()
113 while(len(line)>1):
114 struc.append(line)
115 line = file.readline()
116 return struc
117

118 clusterFile = open(targetDir + "clusters.out","r")
119

120 clusters = [readStruc(clusterFile)]
121 while(len(clusters[-1]) > 1):
122 clusters.append(readStruc(clusterFile))
123

124 clusterFile.close()
125

126 clusters = clusters[:-1]
127

128 ###reading eci.out for ecis
129 eciFile = open(targetDir + "eci.out","r")
130 ecis = []
131 for line in eciFile.readlines():
132 ecis.append(line)
133

134 ###writing lattice details to structure file
135 structureFile = open(targetDir + "structure.txt","w")
136 structureFile.write("base\n")
137 for elem in BASE:
138 structureFile.write("%f,%f,%f\n"%(elem[0],elem[1],elem[2]))
139 structureFile.write("vectors\n")
140 for vector in [A, B, C]:
141 structureFile.write("%f,%f,%f\n"%(vector[0],vector[1],vector[2]))
142 structureFile.write("lens\n")
143

144 ###writing cluster shapes to structure file, so far only 2-atom clusters
included

145 clusterIndex = []
146 for i in range(len(clusters)):
147 if int(clusters[i][2]) == 2:
148 clusterIndex.append(i)
149 structureFile.write(clusters[i][1])
150

151 ###writing ecis to structure file
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152 structureFile.write("eci\n")
153 for index in clusterIndex:
154 structureFile.write(ecis[index])
155

156 structureFile.close()
157 log("Structure file created.")
158

159

160 ###### creating temperature list
161 if tvt == 0:
162 T_list = [(T_l + i*(T_h-T_l)/float(n_T-1)) for i in range(n_T)]
163 if tvt == 1:
164 T_list = [T_l]
165 while T_list[-1] < T_h:
166 T_list.append(T_list[-1]/a_T)
167 if tsd == 1:
168 T_list = T_list[::-1]
169 log("Temperature list created.")
170

171 ###### determining size
172 size = 1
173 while len(base)*size**3 < minNum:
174 size += 1
175 log("System size determined: %d translations"%(size))
176

177 ###### creating lattice
178 base, vectors, lens, J = getStructure(targetDir + "structure.txt")
179 if sd!=0:
180 spinDistribution = eval("sd_" + str(sd))
181 else:
182 spinDistribution = sd_0
183

184 lattice = makeSpecificLattice2(base, vectors, size, lens, spinDistribution
)

185

186 latticeFile = open(targetDir + "lattice.txt", "w")
187 latticeFile.write(str(lattice))
188 latticeFile.close()
189 log("Lattice created.")
190

191

192 ###### simulation
193 C = 1.
194

195 if et == 0:
196 N = len(base)*size**3
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197 steps = N*sps
198

199 smFunc = eval("sm_"+str(smf))
200 smFuncUpd = eval("sm_"+str(smf)+"_Upd")
201 smFuncEval = eval("sm_"+str(smf)+"_Eval")
202

203 Zs, Es, SEs, Ms, SMs, STMs, Xs, Cps = [], [], [], [], [], [], [], []
204

205 for T in T_list:
206 t1 = time.time()
207 log("T=%.2fK, simulation started"%(T))
208 lattice, num, nums, magnetizations , stagMags , n, Len =

obtainEverything2(lattice, J, C, T, steps, smFunc, smFuncUpd ,
smFuncEval)

209 sumStart = 2*Len
210 Z = getPartitionFunction2(nums[sumStart:], C, J, T, N)
211 Zs.append(Z)
212 avgEnergy = getAverage2([convertEnergy2(Num,J) for Num in nums[

sumStart:]])
213 Es.append(avgEnergy)
214 avgSquareEnergy = getAverage2([convertEnergy2(Num,J)**2 for Num in

nums[sumStart:]])
215 SEs.append(avgSquareEnergy)
216 avgMag = getAverage2(magnetizations[sumStart:])
217 Ms.append(avgMag)
218 avgSquareMag = getAverage2([mag**2 for mag in magnetizations[sumStart

:]])
219 SMs.append(avgSquareMag)
220 avgStagMag = getAverage2(stagMags[sumStart:])
221 STMs.append(avgStagMag)
222 relX = (avgSquareMag - avgMag**2)/(kB*T**2)
223 Xs.append(relX)
224 Cp = (avgSquareEnergy - avgEnergy**2)/(kB*T**2)
225 Cps.append(Cp)
226 t2 = time.time()
227 log("T=%.2fK, simulation finished after %.2fs"%(T, t2-t1))
228 output = open(saveDir + "results%.2fK.txt"%(T), "w")
229 output.write("%e\t%e\t%e\t%e\t%e\t%e\t%e\t%e\t%e"%(T, Z, avgEnergy ,

avgSquareEnergy , avgMag, avgSquareMag , avgStagMag , relX, Cp))
230 output.close()
231

232 lastState = open(saveDir + "finalState.txt", "w")
233 lastState.write(str(lattice))
234 lastState.close
235

236 allResults = open(saveDir + "data.txt", "w")
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237 allResults.write("T [K]\tZ\tenergy [eV]\tsquare energy\trel. mag.\
tsquare mag.\trel. stag. mag.\trel. X\tCp")

238 results = open(saveDir + "results.txt", "w")
239 results.write("T [K]\tenergy [eV]\trel. mag.\trel. X\trel. stag. mag.\

tCp")
240

241 for i in range(len(T_list)):
242 line = "%e\t%e\t%e\t%e\t%e\t%e\t%e\t%e\t%e"%(T_list[i], Zs[i], Es[i],

SEs[i], Ms[i], SMs[i], STMs[i], Xs[i], Cps[i])
243 allResults.write("\n" + line)
244 results.write("\n%e\t%e\t%e\t%e\t%e\t%e"%(T_list[i], Es[i], Ms[i], Xs[

i], STMs[i], Cps[i]))
245

246 allResults.close()
247 results.close()
248 log("\nResults collected.\n")

A.7. Parameter file (parameters.txt)

1 ###parameters for mcsr###
2

3 spin distribution:
4 0
5 #0...random, 1...ferro+
6

7 execution type:
8 0
9 #0...serial

10

11 temperature value type:
12 0
13 #0...equidistant , 1...logarithmic
14

15 temperature step direction:
16 0
17 #0...rising, 1...falling
18

19 T_low:
20 400
21 #default 1
22

23 T_high:
24 700
25 #default 1000
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26

27 T_step_num:
28 10
29 #default 20
30

31 T_factor:
32 0.9
33 #default 0.9
34

35 steps per spin:
36 8000
37 #default 10000
38

39 size:
40 600
41 #default 10000
42

43 staggered magnetization function:
44 0
45 #0...none
46

47 ###end###
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